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Independent apartment. Some
technical knowledge.

Some privacy in housing.

Sufficient privacy.

Secret ink.

Secret ink, micro-
dot

Secret ink. Micro-
file if technically
capable.

CAISSON 2b

CAISSON 2c

CAISSON 8

CAISSON 10

a-

Secret ink, radio.

Secret •ink. Radio?

Radio, fficrodot,
microfile.

Secret ink. ',Radio?
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(1. I am erewith giving yoU the list of specific, agents'
facilities and requirements as discussed in KAPOK B-251.

Agent Name

CAHIER

CAISSON 2

CAISSON 2a

Facilities at disposal of agent 	 Preferred means of
communications

Little privacy, facilities to
hide radio

Little privacy, possible
facilities hide radio.

Communications specialist of
chain setup, radio operator
candidate, art training.

Little privacy, possible facil-
ities for hiding radio.
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Secret. ink, micro-
file.

Secret ink, micro-
dot. Radio?

CALABAR 8

CALABAR 9

CALABA-ii. 21	 .

CALAMUS 2,3,4

CALDRON 3

CALESA 8e

CALIPM

_Radio

Radio

Secret ink, Leica
for microfile.N:

Secret inks, qicro-
file, codes.

Secret inks, code.

Microfile, secret
inks.

CANIS

CAPOTE

CAPRICE

CAPRIOLE

•CAPSICUM

€ijililtgLK B-252

RCbe et ink. Radio?CAISSON 11	 Little privacy, possible facil-
ities for hiding radio.

CAISSON 12	 Some , privacy, necessity trans-
mit'lengthy reports.

CAITIFF	 Technical knowledge. Necessity
transmit lengthy reports.

.Possible radio candidate.

Radio operator candidate

Radio operator candidate

Some privacy. Necessity
furnish lengthy reports.

Communications set up. Subjects
educated, but .little technical
knowledge

Privacy, clever, no technical
knowledge

Art training and ability. Some
privacy. Long documentary
reporting

Technical knowledge. Short
reports, observations.

Secret ink, Leica

Privacy, no technical knowledge

Chain, large production, radio
possibilities, privacy, some
technical know-how.

Little privacy,- no reporting
on regular basis.

Secret inks, Leica

Secret inks,..-Micro-
, dotl.radio.

Secret ink and/or
code.

Privacy, little reporting

Little privacy, very . delicate
position, possibly very long.
and highly technical reports..

CAPSTONE	 Privacy, long and detailed
re p orts, no technical knowledge

Secret ink.

Secret ink, micro-
dot•and microfile(?)

•

Secret ink, micro-
file.



ASLI:ljp

Dist:
2-FBM
2-COS
3-File

-3	 q0.41t=ttiC B-252

t
CAPTAIN

CAPTIVE

Privacy, little reporting but
possibility of large detailed•
reports.

Secret ink, micro-
file.

Technical knowledge, short	 Secret ink, micro-
reports, observations. 	 file with Leica.

2. All the above cases would need at least one concealment.
device, but more if possible.

3. This list represents a minimum requirement at present,
to which additions will be made as the questions brought up in
KAPOK B-251 are resolved. This will give you an idea of the

. magnitude of our problem from the operational prop angle. Any
more detailed information which is desired can be furnished at
. short notice. It might be a good idea to have the Secret Section
study the PASTIME sheets on these specific agents, and possibly
the files, to get . more intimately acquainted with the specific'
problems.
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